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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are going to begin with a beautiful violet flame coming up from the Earth through the
body quite strongly. You can literally just [swoosh sound] feel the flames sweeping up the body.
You can use the hands to rake the energy upward. It’s very cleansing, very transforming.
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Now our topic for this week is “Lights on the Horizon” and it is about spaceship activity. Now this is
not a topic that you hear me talk about a lot. Mostly because of too many conspiracy theories and
fear based thinking, but I think that it is worth calling to your attention because they are more
prevalent at this time.
This particular channel was physically living in Phoenix area when the Phoenix lights went over.
She walked outside and saw them, watched them for quite a long time, and has also witnessed
some other space activity.
So what I want to say is: don’t be alarmed. As usual and this is consistent with my teachings, stay
with the yum or yuk sensation at the cellular level. It will always alert you. Just like human
beings: some have very good intentions and others have very bad intentions. So you can tell the
difference between someone who is friendly, coming up to get directions, and someone who is
maybe trying to steal your wallet or something. There is a gut reaction, a cellular reaction. And
throughout this time period where the consciousness is changing rapidly now and through quite a
big shift through 2012, you must have that cellular consciousness quickly and be able to decide
yum or yuk and then not engage the mind and the thinking process.
Sometimes you get a yuk but “The money might be good” and yuk that says don’t take that job,
but the mind says “Well you know I’d get to work with so and so, and I like that person” or “I like
that I’ll be a social worker” and then your body tells you yuk “Don’t take the position”. But you
talk yourself out of honoring the initial message. And on the reverse side of that discerning
process, you have also times when your body is very clearly saying “yum” but then your head says
“Well this could be dangerous” or “This might be a scam” and you know “This might be that
warning that I got from a friend” or whatever. So really stay with the cellular instinct and you’ll be
just fine.
Now “Lights on the Horizon” generally just as the sun is going down or just as the sun is coming
up, or about to come up in the morning, you can generally see them sometimes half an hour even
before the sun is rising. I’d say look Easterly, either time, evening or morning. I’d say look
towards the East generally. It might be different in your area. But usually they’ll pose towards the
Easterly side particularly over a populated area and what not.
And you will see Lights on the Horizon twinkling and sometimes if you tune in a little bit, just a kind
of line of energy between your pineal gland and your third eye directly toward that twinkling
energy, you’ll start to discern “Oh that’s a star” or “That’s an airplane” or “That’s a spaceship.”
And you might even see sometimes Avatars, the great beings, will twinkle like a light in the sky as
well. So it is just a thing to practice viewing Lights on the Horizon.
Sometimes you’ll see them in different directions, maybe North or South or West, but we
encourage you to again be open to what your cellular consciousness is telling you. And if ever
there is anything that says yuk, or you are in doubt about whether it is a yum or a yuk, just refuse
it.
Remember that all Creation is made equal and that nothing in all of Creation has power over you
unless you let it have power. Even beings with ill intent understand that they can’t impose their
will on you particularly so if they are not embodied; if they are more of an etheric presence than a
physical one. A physical person maybe could give you a punch or something and actually
physically hurt you, but the energetic beings on a lot of these spaceships are Interdimensional.
They are not truly in the physical, and they know they don’t have power over any other part of
Creation unless you get afraid and you surrender your power to them, thinking you don’t have any
choice or don’t have any defense. So your defense is really “Stand in love and know absolutely in
the core of your being that no one can victimize you”.
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Alright dear ones. That concludes our Spirituality Article for this particular week. We won’t have
them two in a row towards the end of this month because of the holidays [no Spirituality Article
Information on 12/24/08 and 12/31/08.
And as always, you can tune into me on the inner planes and I will work with you any time 24/7.
So thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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